Design Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LDO Input Voltage</th>
<th>LDO Output Voltage</th>
<th>Voltage Supervisor Mute Threshold (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12V</td>
<td>3.3V</td>
<td>7V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) If the \( V_{\text{BATTERY}} \) voltage is below this threshold, MUTE should be asserted.

Design Description

Power conditioning is a critical aspect in audio applications. Circuits commonly found in automotive head units and premium aftermarket automotive audio systems will implement a hardware level mute that will ensure that the audio digital-to-analog converters (DACs) and amplifiers are muted as supplies are established. The supplies will also need some conditioning to reduce noise coupled into the audio DAC. This circuit shows a low-noise, low-dropout (LDO) voltage regulator used to generate the +3.3-V supply for an audio DAC. An added benefit of an LDO is that there is a wider input voltage range at which the LDO can maintain the supply voltage. A voltage supervisor is used to notify the DAC when the source of the LDO begins to collapse, so the audio DAC can soft-mute the output before its supply is removed. This will reduce unwanted clicking or pops during shutdown and startup.

Design Notes

1. In this circuit the DAC mutes the output when soft-mute pin (XSMT) is held low, but not all DACs feature active-low mute inputs. Some devices feature enable signals for other devices such as mute switches and amplifiers require MUTE to be active high. In those cases, a simple N-channel MOSFET can be added to the output to invert the signal.
2. During power-up events, the capacitor on the CT pin (C_CT) of the supervisor allows additional delay from when the SNS pin value rises above the threshold voltage and when the SNS_OUT goes high. This can be used to delay the deactivation of the MUTE output for the LDO to establish its voltage (as it must charge the output capacitors). In addition, this can be useful if there are other devices that need time to initialize before the DAC comes out of mute. The additional propagation delay can be calculated using the following equation:

\[ t_{PD} = C_{CT} \times 1.07s + 25\mu s \]

3. Brown-out events occur when the supplies of a device are partially reduced, but not low enough to issue a full power-on reset (POR) within the device. For this reason, it is recommended to ensure a full reset occurs during these events. The supervisor circuit accomplishes this as the XSMT acts as a reset circuit for the audio DAC.

4. Most audio DACs operate in either a VCOM or VREF architecture. The VCOM architecture uses a simple voltage divider from the supply to create the output amplitude reference. This is beneficial as it ensures that there will not be output clipping from the DAC if the supply is not the nominal value, as the output scales with the input voltage. The drawback of this architecture is the limited power-supply rejection ratio (PSRR) for the power supply noise. While a capacitor on the VCOM pin of the audio DAC will provide some filtering, it may still impact the output.

In a VREF configuration, an internal reference is generated by the audio DAC. This will result in better PSRR performance for the system. The drawback of this design is that if the supply voltage does drop, the output could clip.

**Design Steps**

1. Select an LDO regulator for its current output capability, voltage-input range, and output noise. At minimum, the LDO sourcing the audio DAC must be able to supply the required current of the DAC. In addition, if there are other devices on the same bus, such as amplifiers, then the quiescent current of those devices must be taken into account. The LDO input voltage range must accommodate the main supply source, which, in this circuit, is assumed to be a 12-V battery.

2. The feedback (FB) voltage must be calculated to provide the correct output voltage. In this circuit, the resistors R_1 and R_2 can be calculated as the following shows.

\[ R_1 = R_2 \left( \frac{V_{DD}}{V_{REF}} - 1 \right) \]

Given the design goal of +3.3V for V_{DD}, and the V_{REF} for this LDO is approximately 0.8V, use a R_1 of 35.7kΩ and R_2 of 11.5kΩ. In addition, note that the FB node has a current requirement and it is recommended that the following equation is used for guidance when selecting R2.

\[ \frac{V_{REF}}{R_2} > 5\mu A \]

3. Select the voltage supervisor for the features desired in the system. In this circuit, the selected supervisor has an enable input pin. This feature allows a user (or microcontroller) mute signal to be used to override the supervisor output. In addition, some supervisors allow multiple supply rails to be monitored, which is useful for the output amplifiers.

4. The sense voltage is calculated using the following equation.

\[ V_{SENSE} = V_{BATTERY} \times \frac{R_4}{R_3 + R_4} \]

The SNS-OUT pin is pulled low when the SNS voltage is less than the reference voltage, approximately 1.15V. Using 10kΩ for R_3 and 2kΩ for R_4, it is estimated that the device will be muted if the V_{BATTERY} supply drops below approximately 6.9V.
The capacitor $C_{\text{NRSS}}$ is used by the LDO to reduce noise and enables the LDO soft-start function.

5. The DAC is selected based on the needs of the application. Consider the required SNR, THD+N, and supported I2S interface sample rates. While most audio DACs support rates ranging from 16kHz to 192kHz, not all support rates like 384kHz or 768kHz. Higher rates result in noise shaping that moves the out-of-band noise further from the audible range, but not all audio sources can provide them.

6. The capacitors used for the audio filter should be COG, NP0 type ceramics. COG, NP0 type capacitors have a lower voltage coefficient of capacitance, meaning that the capacitive value of the component is less impacted by the voltage bias across the device. As the capacitors are key for performance of the filter, other types of ceramic capacitors should be avoided in the signal path.

7. The capacitors used for the input and output of the LDO should have low equivalent series resistance (ESR), such as X7R-, X5R-, and COG-type capacitors.

8. The resistors used for the LDO and voltage supervisor can be thick-film, though the accuracy of the resistor dividers will impact the LDO output voltage and the supervisor threshold. For this reason, it recommended that $R_1$, $R_2$, $R_3$, and $R_4$ have a maximum tolerance of 1%.

9. Thin-film resistors are recommended for the resistive elements in the DAC output filter.

**Power-Up Mute Transient**

The following simulation shows the power-up transient of the circuit. It can be seen that MUTE output is not released until the VBAT input reaches approximately 6.9V.
Power-Down Mute Transient

The following simulation shows that the MUTE output is asserted to low when the VBAT input drops below 6.9V.
Brown-Out Mute Transient

The following simulation demonstrates that the DAC will be in a mute condition before the VDD supply of the DAC is compromised by the brown-out event. When the VBAT voltage drops below approximately 6.9V, the MUTE signal is asserted low. Once the VBAT recovers, the MUTE signal de-asserted.
Design References
See *Analog Engineer's Circuit Cookbooks* for TI's comprehensive circuit library.
Download the companion simulation files for this circuit.
**For direct support from TI Engineers use the E2E community**

**E2E Community**

**Design Featured Devices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Key Features</th>
<th>Link</th>
<th>Other Possible Devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSD13380F3</td>
<td>12-V N-channel FemtoFET℠ MOSFET</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ti.com/product/CSD13380F3">http://www.ti.com/product/CSD13380F3</a></td>
<td>MOSFETs from Texas Instruments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Other Links:**
Learn more about using precision DACs at our [Precision DAC Learning Center](http://www.ti.com/product/PCM5102A).
Learn about TI's audio DAC portfolio and find more technical content.
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